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Dog Moving 
(after Francis Bacon) 
- Antonia Pont 
Along a leaden street 
the shape of an animal -
swift gait but posture of cloud: 
a gleaming mutt. 
Homeless, and piquing 
the homelessness adrift 
in anyone who sees. 
How to tell the hour? 
Buildings cower, ignoring their past, 
rubbed with the dirty fur 
of so many long days, 
grey, and which cleave 
spinelessly one into others. 
It's always just that moment before 
this today folds, and grime 
like infinite, infant hands 
holds dutifully together 
those conceits of permanence. 
The dog pauses. Listens. 
Growls. A plane catches 
the corner of his convex 
egg-white eye: a snitch of red 
high in that smudged ceiling. 
Trucks lumber, far off, somewhere. 
There is no grass, or even 
seeming sky. Swifter now 
his body takes distance 
beneath it like a stealth 
and fierce inhalation. 
His feet, indeed, arc perfect pads, 
soft despite their suitcdncss. 
He is a patch of sky 
-invisible and brilliant-
he is zinc-white until he lopes 
out of light, 
slate in shadow, and then 
...... ,.,,, .. ] .................. },. 
His ears hear 
the change in pressure. 
His mouth is all 
held liquid, easy. 
Stopping he turns 
a flat and lustrous check, 
would seem to have slowed 
and wondered at sudden rain 
splatting, all at once, 
from nowhere. 
It will fling his heat 
and ancient scent about 
inside night's hard blackness 
now fast with stars. 
